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Dragon Nation is a multiplayer online game where you are the ruler of your own clan.
Set in a large, beautiful, and open world the map size is currently more than 400 km2
and features large, beautiful, features such as oceans, lakes, deserts, grasslands,
valleys, swamps, and forests. The environment is static and it will not change in game.
The game is not a strategy game, instead it is a dynamic survival game with limited AI
and mutiplayer options. The players have a very large, static and beautiful map that is
one kilometer in all directions by one kilometer in all directions and features large,
beautiful biomes of deserts, forests, grasslands, swamps, and so on. The game will
have a maximum of players to host a server but is not limited to a specific number of
players. Players can host their own private servers, some of which may have
configurable cluster options. Each creature has a stats card on its back. Each dragon
species also has a stats card on its back. The stats card will show every creature's
stats in both sizes of the map and can be customized to show or hide specific stats.
The creatures are large and feature many animations. Each creature has different
stats and special abilities. Some can breathe fire, others can breathe air, some are
ancient and have weird abilities and stats, and some can teleport. There are a total of
eight playable species that have unique abilities. Players can tame other creatures into
their clans. Every creature in the game has one or more tamed versions and the tamed
versions will share the same stats as their base form. However, the tamed creature will
have many new special animations. The game is single player, offline, and only
supports local play. You can host your own server and play against AI. We do not have
plans to have the game be a multiplayer online game such as on MMO-like games such
as Guild Wars, WoW, and similar games. There are no plans for in-game mic, voice, or
chat functionality. A: What you are asking for is very much possible, you should be
able to do this with little to no coding if you use a dedicated server. Examples of
dedicated servers include world of warcraft, wowhead. The concept of the game world
being static is the only thing preventing this from being as

Features Key:

Rich and deep strategy game

It's turn based. Multiple turns with different actions available to your units.

Full AI battle

Troops are detected and fought automatically.

Hand-drawn artwork and textures

Creative crafting system and maps

Full online battle

3D turn based maps

7 levels of difficulty

The battle system.

Single Player gameplay
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No time limit

Great sound effects

Easy to learn

Mustang, space battles and much more.

Creative map editor

Join the community to get your game on.

How to sell a game to a niche audience Fri, 13 Jul 2013 16:28:42 -0400Derek ChenDay of
Dragons

For the last year or so, we’ve been obsessed with reaching
out to the niche audiences and have developed our
marketing philosophy. Today, we’d like to share our
process and what we’ve learned. 

Buy niche
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